
Welcome to the Mashkiiziibii
newsletter. 
 
Your source for all the important
news and happenings of the Bad
River reservation for our tribal
community, both on and off rez.

Omaa bi-izhan! Agindaasodaa!
(Come here! Let’s read!)
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Writer’s Message

Boozhoo!
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Job Listings Calendars Contact Us

Boozhoo Everyone!

First off, I would like to apologize for the delay in the release of this
edition. This was meant to be published nearly three weeks ago.
Through no fault of anyone except my own in some instances this was
delayed. I’m still working on how to streamline this, and hopefully by
next edition there will be a table of contents page so that you can all
read by department. Once again I apologize for the delay, and hope you
all enjoy the letter!

-Jordan

(Newspaper)

https://ojibwe.lib.umn.edu/main-entry/babaamaajimoo-mazina-igan-ni
http://www.badriver-nsn.gov/careers/
http://www.badriver-nsn.gov/calendar/
https://www.badriver-nsn.gov/admin/


General  Community News









1) Did the groundhog see his shadow?
2) The groundhog did not see his shadow!



On January 24th, the Miron Construction company
hosted their Topping Out Ceremony in which the last

steel beam is put into place. The last beam was
painted and signed by the construction crew, council
members, and attending tribal members and is a huge

milestone in the project.
Our own Vice Chairman, Patrick Bigboy was given the
honor of operating the crane to lower the final beam

in place.  



For my third interview with a Bad 
River elder, I had the chance to sit
down with Delphine Hurd, a long 
time family friend. The first thing
she said she wanted to talk about 
was respect and how she feels that 
our little reservation is truly going
through some hard times. However,
for now I’m going to withhold that
portion of our interview to be 
shared at a later point in time. I’m
doing this because I’m trying to 
figure out how best to approach
these words that brought Del to 
tears as she spoke them and want
to ensure that they’re portrayed in
an honest light. What is in this issue
of the newsletter is about half of our conversation and hope you and Del
understand why I want to make sure her other part is not in this issue.

For now, I hope you all enjoy reading the conversation that Del and I had. As per
usual, there was a lot shared and not all of it made it into the letter. Though I
promise what is in here, is sure to bring back some memories for older readers,
and hopefully put some perspective on how the tribe has changed for our
younger readers. 

-Jordan

Speaking with Elders:



Who are you and what’s your
relationship to the Tribe?
Well, I grew up here on this reservation
on Kakagon Road. My grandma and
grandpa were allottees here back in the
day, Joe Blanchard and Alice Gordon-
Blanchard. My great-grandmother was
Margret Guyver-Gordon, and she had an
affiliation with Fon Du Lac and Bad River.
So, in my upbringing here, back in the
day we did a lot of sharing, we came
together as a community, as a people
when in need. That’s how I became who I
am. I lived way from here for a good
many years, I had a hard time adjusting
to the culture shock when I left here to
live in Chicago. I’d never lived in a big
city, I never knew what it was about. It
was really difficult to adjust to that, I
became home sick, I came back so many
times, till I was finally able to adjust and
it wasn’t easy. But I learned a lot about
their culture out there which didn’t
define who I am. I learned some things
from them, the kind of values that they
had, unlike ours were at the time.
Perhaps I left some teachings there. In
later years I went back, and got married
in Chicago, and had my kids, that didn’t
work out though because our cultures
were totally different. It was difficult
though because our cultures were totally
different. It was difficult though, I made
some bad choices, some really bad
choices, I wasn’t the greatest mother in
the world, but I promised myself that I’d
be a better grandmother and I’d like I
think I accomplished that. 

I stopped a lot of my bad habits, I don’t
do those things anymore. I try to hang
onto the things that I was taught as a
youngster, the good things y’know that
they taught us. But I had to come back
him, my mom and my stepdad, my
stepdad did a real good job stepping up
to the plate and becoming a dad to me
even though ne never had children in his
life. But he did a good job, in the
beginning it was kind of hard for me
because they were also into the drinking
you know. He helped me though, gave
me a lot of good advice, and my kids
never knew any other grandpa but him.
My accident really took me for a ride
though, I had to change my whole life. I
enjoyed working all my life, and I did the
best I could learning how to hold a job
off the reservation in the white man’s
world which was different but I held my
own. But then I was taken out by a drunk
driver, and I was pretty much bedridden
for a year after that. By the time I was
starting to get a little better though, I uh
—I lost my oldest son, but I took care of
him toward the end as difficult as it was
for me cause you know I was on crutches
then. But I took care of him the best I
could, because they couldn’t do
anything more for him in the hospital. I
was with him until he took his last breath
and that was—that was devastating…
that was worse than being in that
accident. I felt very incomplete, I was
always used to working and when that
came to a standstill I didn’t know what to
do with my life I felt like I was giving
enough of myself, I didn’t have no other
choice and I became very angry. I didn’t
know how to handle it. I then learned
that there was things I could do, and as
the years went by I got better. 



Then after that accident I developed
diabetes, and that caused me to lose my
leg, then years later I lost the other one. I
adjusted though. I enjoyed my life, and
then my husband came along. I didn’t
want to get into another relationship but
I said, “Nay that won’t happen again.”
Then all of a sudden there he was. He
just kept coming back, and I finally said,
“Oh what the hell.” But I couldn’t have
made a better decision, he’s been there
and he’s helped me through a lot of
things to help me get through life. I like
to give him hell because he’s Canadian, I
like to tell him I’ll send him back across
the border. I told my daughter that once
and she said, “The hell he will!”

You said you went to Chicago for awhile,
but you just couldn’t really adapt there.
What were some things that gave you a
hard time?
The different lifestyle, everything was,
you had to scurry around, there was so
many people, I couldn’t get used to just
being smothered by all those people!
Their lifestyle was just too different. The
culture shock was crazy! You didn’t find a
lot of native people there, or at least I
didn’t and that was scary for me. Till
years later, I think I went there when I
was 13 years old and then I came back to
my grandparents, and then I went back
because I was missing my mom and my
dad. My step-grandma took me to the
Indian Center and that’s where I met my
friend, she was from Oneida. I finally felt
like I found someone that I could relate
to, things got easier for me there. 

. Her and I became best of friends, and
we’re still friends to this day, we were
probably about 15 years old when met.
That was quite an adjustment for me to
make. During that time, a lot of times I
was alone, my mom and dad would leave
and I didn’t know where they went so I
was home alone a lot. When I lived here,
though there was 26 people in our
house! So that was quite a difference you
know, that was an adjustment in itself so
I was always used to having a housefull.
So that was relly scary for me always
being alone, that was the main
difference. When I got a bit older though,
and I adjusted a bit more to the lifestyle.
But would I go back there? No, had
enough.

26 people? What was that like?
Well, you see my aunt, my mom’s
younger sister, had 10 kids. My grandma
had a brother, and he died while he was
working on—it was like this big wheel with
a saw, and it ran on this big battery thing,
and they’d put these big logs across the
wheel and that’s how they’d cut it. Well
that log flew up and hit him in the chest,
and he had a heart attack and he died.
Anyway, his wife was a Moore, my
biological grandma was a Moore, Cecilia
Moore, Arvella was her name. She got
cancer, and so she died a couple years
later, they left three kids Carol, Philip,
and Paul Gordon, so my grandma took
them in, they were also part of our
family. Then all my aunts and my uncles
lived there, except for my uncle Tony, he
lived in Milwaukee with his wife. That was
10.



My grandma’s sister, Nelly had 2
grandkids that she was raising but she
was killed in a car accident, so those two
kids came to live with us too. So, you can
see how our house just kept on growing.
Then Froggy Brissette, he was like 15-16
and he ran away from home, they lived in
Milwaukee, and so he ran away and came
up here. His dad was a very vicious man,
he was very cruel man, and so Froggy
wanted to get away from that, so he
came up here. My grandpa was related to
a Bressette, but anyway when Froggy
came up here, he was just roaming
around the town here, my grandpa took
him in too. His mom and dad never
looked for him, they just let us have him
and that’s how he became part of our
family. Then my old grandma was still
alive so that’s how we had 26 people our
house just kept growing and growing. My
aunt had two kids, that was Joanne and
Chat. Our house was full, we’d eat in two
shifts. Back then we had to haul water
and warm it up on the wood stove. That
was the job of us girls. As soon as the
first shift got through eating, we had a
pan of water, and rinse water ready, we’d
hurry up and wash off all the plates, dry
them and set the table all over again so
the next shift got to sit down and eat.
Then after that, us girls would do it all
over again, and sweep the floor, scrub
the floor on our hands and knees if it
needed to be cleaned. We had to wash
off the stove, then after we got done
with that, in the wintertime we had to go
outside to help chop up the wood and
bring in the wood for the next day, so
that the grown-ups that weren’t working
like my grandma and my mom and all of
them could keep warm.

Then we had to haul a whole lot of water
into what they used to call a double
boiler, it was this big oblong tub, we had
to fill that up with water before we went
to bed at night. That was my life here,
though, we fished, and when I say we
fished—all of us kids we would make our
own fishing poles. We’d go get a stick
from the woods, we knew what sticks to
get, you know the ones that wouldn’t
break so easy and were flexible. Then
we’d use this thread its called Number 8
thread, I don’t think they even make it
anymore. We’d wrap that around the
stick and we’d get hooks, and a rock from
the river. There was a certain way they
taught us how to tie that rock in there for
our sinker. Then we’d all sit at the dock,
my uncles made a dock at the river, we’d
just sit there and fish. We had to do a lot
of fishing in order to do a fish fry. My
grandpa made this little bench on the
side of the house and we’d all have to
take turns scaling those fish and gutting
them to put them in a big bucket, wash
them all off. I used to have long hair and
them damn scales would be all in my
hair. We’d go to the pump to get them
out and I got damn brain freeze trying to
get them scales out of my hair! It took 2-
3 platters of fish in order for us to have a
fish fry. 
They used to have a potato farm up on
the hill, and they had this big truck
they’d come around with a big box in the
back. They’d stop and they’d pick up all
our people here and take them up there
and they’d pick potatoes up there. Us
kids would have to go up there on the
weekends. How they ran that was every
morning that our people got up there to
pick potatoes, they’d give them a stack
of numbers.



Little cards with numbers on them, and
they had baskets all along the rows or
potatoes. They had gun sacks here and
there, and you’d crawl on your hands
and knees and you’d put those potatoes
in that basket, and you got that basket
full then you’d go get that gunny sack,
and you’d pour those potatoes in. You’d
go back in with that basket until you
filled up your gunny sack, then you’d
take one of your tickets and put in on
there, fold it up so that the wind
wouldn’t take it away. Then you’d put a
big handful of dirt on top to keep it
there, and when everyone was just about
ready to go home, a tractor would come
with a trailer on the back and someone
would pick up those gunny sacks so that
they could see how many bushels were
picked. That’s how you’d get paid. It was
usually in October when they’d do that,
and that’s how our people would earn
the kid’s winter clothes. Just like how
ricing was used to help buy the kids’
school clothes. 
There used to be an old rummage here,
my grandma and my mom were really
good seamstresses. So a lot of us kids
they’d go down to that rummage to find
big skirts for women, and my grandma
and my mom would cut them down to
size for us girls and the pants for the
boys. Funny thing, I ran across some of
my old friends that I grew up with and
they said, you guys must have been so
rich cause you always had such nice
clothes! But it was just that my mom and
grandma were really good seamstresses
with those clothes from the rummages. 

As an elder, how much value do you hold
your Native American heratige?
Oh gosh I hold that very high! I think it
was a blessing to be born a Native—I
don’t call it Native I call it Anishinaabe
since anyone born on this continent is a
Native American. I am an Anishinaabe
woman. I hold that in high regard
because that is what I was taught, that
we are the keepers of this continent, we
are the keepers of this land, this was our
people’s land and we’re the keepers
we’re supposed to keep it and hold it. So
I think that being a part of that is an
honor, and as I said we were taught to
share and to care. I have a story about
my step father, he inherited some sacred
pipes from an old chief here, the old
chief’s name was Mazhinawe, which
means ‘The Disciple.’ So I grew up with
him teaching that to me. He said, when
our people lived here, that chief
Mazhinawe would send messengers by
horseback, by foot, or by buggy or
whatever they had, he’d send
messengers to these places where our
people took up camp. One of the
messengers came here and told our
people that they were having a
celebration over in the Dakotas. So when
they would go to those celebrations,
whatever grew in abundance on your
land, you would take that with you to
share with the other tribe. During that
time, the rice and the cedar which the
Dakotas don’t have was growing good. So
they bagged up as much as they could
and they took it over to that celebration.
Some of them walked, some rode
horseback, some went by buggy but they
packed as much as they could. 



Chief Mazhinawe greeted the chief from
over there and because of all the gifts
they brought, that chief presented him
with that sacred pipe. So my dad
inherited both those pipes, we still have
them. He told me that story and that’s
why I’m proud to be who I am, proud to
be an Anishinaabe woman. There was
this one time that I’ll never forget, that
my dad gave me the most amazing title
I’d ever gotten from anyone. My son,
Joe, he was going to Northland college
and he had to do a paper. He had to
come here to interview elders, so he
asked my dad if he could interview him
and my dad said sure. He came and I was
sitting there at the table and my kid
asked him, “Baba, what do you think
‘Ogichidaa’ means. What does that mean
to you?” My dad looked across the table
and he says: “Joe, I’m going to tell you.
There’s an Ogichiidaakwe right there.”
And he pointed at me. I was just like, Oh
my god, what an honor to hear that! I
never knew he looked at me like that! My
dad kept going. “I was in World War II my
boy. I don’t look at myself surviving that
as highly as what your mother went
through and survived that. That’s an
Ogichiidaakwe.” I just cried man, I was
like “Whoa!” you know that was the best!
So if I appear to him as a warrior women,
than that’s what I am. And that’s what I
try to me, to show, to be a mentor, a
good person for the younger people. 

There are others who are Native, but for
some reason or another they choose not
to identify that way. What would you like
to say to those people?

I think they’re cheating themselves. You
know, why would you not want to
identify with your ancestry? I think that’s
a great, great thing in your life, to know
where you came from! Come on! Be
proud of that! I’m proud of where I came
from! I know a lot of my ancestry, I know
a lot of my family tree, and I’m proud of
that! Why wouldn’t you want to share
that? I mean that’s something that is in
your heart, your soul, your being! That’s
who made you who you are. Why you
would not want to be proud of who you
are I—I just don’t get it.
So you’d say there’s a lot of value to be
found in it?
Oh absolutely. I mean, how can you deny
—if you feel good about who you are,
how could you deny them? For helping
you to make you who you are? You know
my god, all the hard times we’ve had. I
still feel like that was a blessing in a way
because I learned you know from coming
from the bottom on up. And they helped
me to get there. And if I didn’t have that
good spirit that they had, where would I
be? Who would I be? I have to take that
with a great part of making me believe
that the man above say this is who you
are. Why would they want to deny that? I
think it's the greatest thing ever. I mean I
think a lot of people who share their
ancestry and are proud of it, I love to
hear their stories! That teaches you
things about the past, and where they
were in their past, how you’d come up,
what’s changed, what values should we
continue to hang onto from what they
had back then. What part should we do
away with, what part of it should we
keep, you know what are the blessings
that come from that to continue with our
life. That’s the way I look at it.



The purpose of these interviews is to
give elders like you an avenue to say
something to the future. Is there
anything you’d like to say to those who
will come after us?
I think the only thing I would like to share
is to hang onto the values of our
ancestors. Respect what wasgiven to us,
you know we were given many gifts here,
and if we don’t find a way to take care of
them and honor them, the man above
will take them away. We don’t know how
to share and to care, and to love, what’s
going to happen? Those gifts are going to
dwindle out. The creator is going to say
“Well I gave you all these wonderful gifts
and you don’t know how to take care of
them. Well that’s okay I’ll just take them
away from you then.” That’s what I’d like
to share with the up and coming
generation. Is look at how our wild rice
gets depleted, I never ever heard of that
before in my life. But that’s because
people don’t respect that, they don’t
respect the land here. And what’s going
to happen if one day you don’t do that
and the Creator just says “Okay no
more.” And that man in the white house
at the stroke of a pen can just annihilate
us. You know, so just- hang on to what
you got! Respect it. Know that you were
blessed with that, that those are gifts.
That they weren’t given to everybody.
That’s what I would like to share with
them. 



Scattered Sites Home
Project:

Will be building a total of
11 homes in scattered
locations throughout New
Odanah and Aspen Acres.
Will have 4 of the 11
homes installed and
ready this calendar year.
Details on how Tribal
members can apply for
the homes will need to be
brought before Tribal
Council for determination
regarding application and
awarding processes. Will
update community as
soon as decisions are
made.

Supportive Housing Project:
Bad River has partnered
with RT Hawk Housing
Alliance and Beaux
Simone Consulting to
create a 30-unit housing
complex here in Bad
River. Supportive housing
will include regular
services from programs
like social services and
behavioral health. Project
will be built utilizing tax
credits. Currently in the
process of interviewing
prospective architectural
firms to move the project
along.  

At-Risk Elder Home
Restoration Fund:

Currently accepting
applications for home
restoration projects for
elder homes on the
reservation through ARPA-
CAPEX funding. This allows
for individual At-Risk Elders
to apply for up to $20,000
in grant funding for costs
to repair/renovate/restore
their home so it is safe,
sanitary, and secure.
Funding is dependent
upon availability so first
come first served basis.
Great news regarding this
is we now have 50
awarded applicants, so
have met our $1,000,000
funding limit. We have
requested additional
funding so hopefully once
that decision is made at
the funding level we will be
able to continue taking
applications.  

ARPA Projects:
The next four projects were
lumped together through
a contract for design-build
services in order to ensure
we have survey-design-
engineering completed in
a timely manner,

Planning Department:



Old Headstart Building:
Initial direction I was given was
to have the Old Headstart
buildings removed, upon
inspection of the buildings it
became apparent that a
number of programs and
departments still currently
utilize that structure on a
regular basis. Staff at social
services met and requested
that we instead work to make
repairs to the building.
Currently awaiting scope of
work and cost estimates from
our Design/Build team of Miron
Construction and DSGW so we
can move forward with repair
work. No update to this portion
from last newsletter.

RV Park:
Currently working with
Miron/DSGW to create an RV
Park at the casino complex for
customers. Currently RV users
have parking spots available at
the edge of the lot. We would
like to create some green space
for them to use with the
electric hookups 

Youth Building:
Currently working with Paige
Moilanen and Miron/DSGW
to create a new youth
building for use by our now
combined Boys & Girls Club
and Youth Services
programs. New building will
be located next to the New
Headstart and near to the
future expansion of the clinic
pool and gym facilities.
Current Boys and Girls Club
building is too small for any
expansion of services, also
providing a new space
closer to the upcoming
facilities only makes sense
so our youth can have better
access to the new
structures. Idea is also to
sort of mirror the design
ideas being utilized in the
pool/gym areas so that our
children have a sense of
ownership in both structures.
Creating a more inviting
space for our youth will
hopefully encourage greater
participation in services, and
also increase usage of the
new facilities.

 and have everything completed
to give the Tribe the best
possible outcome for each
individual project. Current
direction we are pursuing is to
bid these projects out in a single
RFP so ensure that companies
interested in the bigger projects
are also now required to bid on
the smaller projects. 

and other amenities, make
the experience better and
hopefully extend their stays
here and as such extend their
time on the gaming floor. No
update on this project from
last newsletter. 



MTC Remodel:
Complete resdesign of the MTC
complex is needed in order to
best serve the community.
Working with Miron/DSGW and
Moccasin Trail Manager to find
the best possible use for the
space we have. Focus right now
is an expansion of the C-Store
area in order to provide
necessities for the community
out of a single business rather
than keep operating with
two.More details to come as the
design and pricing moves
further along and we are able to
look at best bang for our buck
with this project.

ATV/Snowmobile Trail:
We have access to a grant from
the State DNR to assist with
building an ATV/Snowmobile
trail. Major obstacle is and has
been crossing of the Bad River.
Will be needing a whole new
bridge structure. Recent
changes to the bridge program
at the BIA allows for us to apply
for a new structure rather than
the previously when we could
only apply for funding 

Cemetery Expansion:
Additional space definitely
needed for the community. Last
funding cycle the grants team
rushed through an application
for a High Priority Projects grant
through the BIA to
accommodate building the
expansion off of the current
layout. Unfortunately we were
unsuccessful in that effort,
mostly due to the short time
frame we were working with to
complete the application. At a
recent DOT Conference I made
contact with officials at the BIA
and have commitments now to
assist in applying again, with a
strong confidence that we can
win the funding needed to create
the new roads and clear the area
for future expansion needs.
Updates will be coming as I
progress along on this project.

Greater activity and exercise is
key for our next generation to
ward of a host of health issues.
Only update for this subject from
last newsletter is we will be
pursuing appropriation funding
through the State to get this
building completed. 

to renovate current structures.
Working on creating a
partnership with the State DOT
to provide technical assistance
for survey/design/engineering on
the new structure. 



Boardwalk:
Applied for a grant through the
DOT to construct a river front
boardwalk/trail along the path
shown in the attached map. Goal
is to improve access to the river
front for our Members, and in
doing so open up a number of
additional areas for fishing
throughout the length of the
trail. There is only one spot along
the path currently "ready" for
anyone to set up a chair and a
pole and throw in a line to start
fishing. With the proposed route
we hope to create a multitude of
places that allow for easy access
for people to be able to enjoy
this past time and hopefully put
some fish in the frying pan.
Boardwalk/gravel trail will
provide as many places as we are
able to design to allow for
boardwalk right along the river's
edge with a railing to lean you
pole on. More details to follow,
fingers crossed we win the grant! 

Biparisan Infrastructure Law (BIL)
funding:

The BIL has flooded Indian
Country with more funding for
transportation than there ever
was in history. We are currently
applying for an opportunity
through DOT to gain technical
assistance called the Thriving
Communities Grant. In a nutshell
once awarded, this gives us
access to a consulting firm that
knows and understands the
incredibly large and complex BIL.
The benefit to Bad River is this
firm can then work with us to
look at what our project ideas
are, and then match them with
the best opportunity in the BIL to
get that project funded and also
to assist us in knowing and
understanding how to win those
grant opportunities. 













CLICK HERE for a downloadable version of the form below

http://www.badriver-nsn.gov/wp-content/uploads/2023/10/20231012_Blue-Branded-Application-and-Instructions.pdf




Natural Resources Department:







Food Sovereignty:
We would like to give the community an update on what’s happening with
the Fish House building. Some may remember it as the old Kraft bar, along
US 2 towards Ashland. This space is being transformed into a commercial
kitchen and food processing facility. There is currently a walk-in cooler,
freezer, and commercial kitchen equipment for food preparation and
processing. The goal of this space is to utilize it for receiving local produce,
processing, making food for the community, and inviting community
members to participate in food related workshops. Justin Rufus has been
working on transforming this space. He is our Local Food Purchasing and
Foods Distribution Specialist and is currently utilizing LFPA funding to
purchase local foods for distribution among our Bad River Community. He
has already gotten 5 weeks’ worth of CSA boxes from Bayfield Foods Co-op
and the food has gone to various departments and programs such as
HeadStart, Elderly, SNAP-ed and WIC, Harm Reduction, and various
community members in need. Justin is working on developing a pilot
program called Food Box by Prescription in collaboration with the clinic. Our
aim is to purchase as much produce locally and from our own tribal
members as possible to distribute these foods back into the community
helping lead to positive health outcomes. This LFPA money has also allowed
Food Sovereignty to be compensated for the food we produce which is why
all our produce has been free for the community. If you are a tribal producer
who would like to sell foods to Justin for the Food Box by Prescription
Program, please contact Justin Rufus at (715) 979-1010. The Fish House is
currently waiting on plumbing and electrical work, but we hope to have it up
and running by Spring. We have much to look forward to!
 
-Katie Koch
Food Sovereignty Coordinator





Bad River Boys & Girls Club:





Bad River Health and Wellness Center:



CLICK HERE for a downloadable version of the document below.
Please fill out and turn into dental asap.

http://www.badriver-nsn.gov/wp-content/uploads/2023/09/20230928_2023-24-permission-slip-form.pdf




CLICK HERE for a downloadable version of the document below

http://www.badriver-nsn.gov/wp-content/uploads/2023/10/20231004_Bad-River-JobFairInsert-10.11.2023.pdf
http://www.badriver-nsn.gov/wp-content/uploads/2023/10/20231004_Bad-River-JobFairInsert-10.11.2023.pdf






Bad River Family & Social Services:













Bad River Senior Servies Department








